Installation Instructions & Tips
Thank you for purchasing Quick Cap. As you know, the material is available in 1”, 2”, and 4”
(nominal) spine thicknesses. The rolls have 6” cores and are 375’ long. The adhesive is very
tacky! Do not remove the backing until you’re ready to apply it.
1)
Start with good edges. When cutting your ﬁlters to size, often
there will be excess “fuzz” left behind on the cardboard. Trim this
with oﬃce/hand scissors. You don’t need to cut the cardboard oﬀ,
rather just trim oﬀ the excess “fuzz”.
ProTip: Experience will let you know how much “fuzz” is acceptable
to leave un-trimmed.
2)
Cut Quick Cap to length. Ensure that your cut is square.
Gently fold material into a “U” before you peel oﬀ the backing.
This will help open a “starting point” from which to start peeling.
ProTip: A razor blade can also help “start” the peeling if needed.
3)
Apply your Quick Cap material to the raw edge. The adhesive
used is “Pressure Sensitive”, so you’ll need to apply pressure to each
contact point. Use your ﬁngers or a needle nose.
ProTip: The needle nose listed in the picture have tips that are
curved up--- (kiwi style) and help in making a good connection at
hard-to-pinch cross member connections. Also, “dry stapling” (no
staples loaded in the stapler) with a commercial hand or pneumatic
stapler can be eﬀective since it creates contact “dimples”.
4)
If the pleated ﬁlter material is lateral to the Quick Cap, pressing it with your ﬁngertips up against the underside of the spine will
create a great seal, nearly eliminating air bypass!
5)
A small amount of tape at the corner, while not required, will
also help reduce bypass by locking the Quick Cap into the corner.
6)
Practice with Quick Cap and you’re on your way to quickly and
easily making professional looking and better performing cut-and-cap
ﬁlters!
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